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after the example of thomas pavel,1 William marx states that literary his-
tory attaches too much importance to forerunning tendencies, while neglect-
ing past continuities. embodying a long-time social, historical, cultural and 
intellectual heritage, the 20th-century French nobility, and in particular 
20th-century French noble writers who commemorate their traditional sys-
tem of values, represent a social and cultural minority in a modern era char-
acterized by changes of all kinds in rapid succession.  as stated by marx, the 
‘arrière-garde’ (in both of its meanings)2 of the 20th century is often over-
looked. as a contribution to this study domain, this paper will address two 
scarcely considered examples of 20th-century noble professional writers who 
are strongly determined by handed-down traditions: life on the family 
domain, ardent catholic faith, chivalrous inclinations. 
the aristocratic imaginary displayed in France after 1789 tends to be 
characterized by the idea of social decline, more precisely by decadence. the 
imaginary of the noble authors studied here shows their reaction to this per-
ceived social deterioration. in order to resist the decadence of their present, 
the noble authors at hand turn toward a more preserved countryside within 
their respective literary oeuvres. this paper will therefore focus on two cur-
rently forgotten French writers of provincial noble birth who produce an 
anti-modern oeuvre in a continually evolving first half of the 20th century: 
Jean de la Varende (1887-1959) and alphonse de Châteaubriant (1877-
1951). the analysis of their 20th-century regionalist novels and short-story 
collections set in bygone aristocratic heydays on the French countryside – a 
rural setting not associated with the idea of evolution in modernity – will 
enable the study of their social as well as temporal and spatial ‘paratopic’ 
attempts3 to relive an ending world.4
in spite of the general misconception of its homogeneity, the 20th-century 
nobility constitutes a diverse class.5 the provincial nobles are characterized 
by their close, long-standing relationship to their environment (set in time as 
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well as in space). their aristocratic imaginary provides an excellent impulse 
for a debate concerning the connection between their social and symbolic 
capital.6 the link with time, temporality and history in Jean de la Varende’s 
and alphonse de Châteaubriant’s regionalist oeuvres, which display a the-
matic of return and a love for tradition,7 will be dealt with in function of 
their system of values,8 and with regard to the particular ideology of their 
class. in brief, these regionalist authors’ nostalgic view of the past will be 
studied in relation to their social descent and their landed hereditary aristo-
cratic heritage as a parameter for their aristocratic imaginary.9
Alphonse de Châteaubriant and Jean de La Varende: regionalists
Jean de la Varende and alphonse de Châteaubriant were born ten years 
apart from one another. the older alphonse de brédenbec de Châteaubriant 
first started publishing his novels, short stories and autobiographically 
inspired material before the First World War. his first novel, M. des Lourdines 
(1911), tells the story of the difficult relationship between a melancholic 
country nobleman [gentilhomme campagnard] and his dandy son. it reached 
an extensive audience and won him the prix goncourt in 1911. only well 
after the end of the First World War, in the 1930s, did the younger Jean de 
la Varende start publishing his short-story cycles, novels, biographies, 
regional portraits etc., with a critically acclaimed short-story collection, Pays 
d’Ouche, in 1934. 
even though their literary paths do not entirely coincide, they are often 
grouped together as traditional regionalists. indeed, they both display an 
overall consciousness of and loyalty to their respective birth regions, the 
Vendée region in bretagne, for Châteaubriant, and the norman territory, for 
la Varende:10 two rural settings where, long after the official disappearance 
of hereditary aristocracy’s supremacy in France, the nobility has fought to 
maintain its traditional way of life and isolation from the city, symbol of 
modern civilization. or to put it in the words of historian arno J. mayer: 
“even in France, where the ancien régime was pronounced legally dead 
between 1789 and 1793, it kept resurfacing violently and lived on in many 
ways for more than a century,”11 with the rural nobility leading this effort to 
prolong the class’s existence and accompanying lifestyle. 
this struggle for preservation and continuation lies at the heart of the 
oeuvres of both writers, in which an overall aristocratic cast – ranging from 
humble country noblemen to dukes, counts and lords – gives voice to a 
resistance to change. this, in turn, can be considered the literary expression 
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of the noble authors’ own nostalgia for their class’s past glory days. as a reac-
tion to a present perceived as decadent, their fictional works glorify a past 
crowded with provincial aristocratic characters, who fight as “Chouans” 
[insurgés royalistes, royalist rebels] to uphold their isolated rural lifestyle in the 
19th-century norman province as is often the case in la Varende’s works, 
and to uphold a religious tradition rooted in isolated scenery where Château-
briant is concerned.
Times have changed: paradise is lost
“one frequently talks of environment today. yet we easily forget that envi-
ronment is not just set in space, it is also set in time. and even more in time 
than it is in space. […] We ought to know that environment is first and fore-
most tradition and loyalty to tradition.”12 in this manner, Jean-albert 
boucher, in his article ‘le sens de la fidélité chez la Varende: raison d’être, 
manière d’être’ [‘sense of loyalty in la Varende: reason of being, way of 
being’]),13 describes the motive behind la Varende’s entire oeuvre. such an 
emphasis on the struggle for preserving tradition(al values) in a (past) time 
when dynamic forces threaten the isolated rural cocoon is not just the younger 
author’s main literary focus, it is also a central concern in Châteaubriant’s 
fiction. Where the latter is concerned, this imaginary of (be)longing is epito-
mized by his recurring emphasis on the idea that ‘times have changed’ in 
works set in so-called paratopic places – that is linguist dominique maingue-
neau’s “marginal places,” used by certain authors to give voice to their own 
marginal place within society –14 such as La Brière (1923), La Meute [The 
Pack] (1927) and La Réponse du Seigneur [The Answer of the Lord] (1933). 
in the first of the listed books, the story of the hunter, aoustin (“le chas-
seur”), is set against the backdrop of the swamps of la brière in a 19th- 
century time frame. “[i]n order to defend his swamps and its commissioners 
who […] reject future and modernity [and] in order to save their original 
liberty, […] [aoustin] conducts [a] naval quest: he must rediscover the orig-
inal patent letters by the duke of bretagne François ii.”15 la brière’s mar-
ginality is emphasized at the beginning of the novel: “[a]nd the map of the 
world […] is divided in two parts: the continents, on the one hand, and la 
brière, on the other.”16 the swamps are characterized by their struggle with 
change, transition. “Winter has come, with its sea clouds, its rain, its wind 
gushes that for eight days now ravage la brière,”17 a phrase Châteaubriant 
uses to situate his main character’s quest for the nobility letters of the isolated 
area – needed to preserve the region’s seclusion – and which could be 
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interpreted as a metaphor for the change already afflicting the traditional 
inhabitants of the swamps. like their representative, the protagonist aoustin, 
they are nostalgic about the past: “a long time ago! … ah! a long time ago! 
it is lost in the mist!”,18 but they have to accept the changed times. “[t]imes 
have changed, aoustin,”19 says the mayor to his appointed “hunter.” a bit 
further in the novel that same mayor utters: “the skies from the new era have 
come down upon us and stretch out above our heads! no way to escape them, 
there is the torment!...”20 the mayor, who wants to prevent the region from 
entering into the surrounding modern world, finishes his conservative address 
with the dooming statement:  “[p]aradise is lost, that’s all i wanted to say!...”21 
Châteaubriant’s swamps, like the island described by maingueneau as a 
paratopic place, seem to “materialize […] the constitutive distance of the 
author vis-à-vis society.”22 in light of the noble author’s estrangement from 
the surrounding modern bourgeois society – a feeling of his that is only 
strengthened after the First World War, in which he served as an ambulance 
driver –23 those expressions in a novel set in such a paratopic place, dating 
from the interwar period, can indicate the author’s own paratopic place 
within modern society. What is more, his ensuing interwar publications 
repeat that inherent struggle with changing times. the short-story cycle La 
Meute (1927) takes place in the forest, in little isolated villages where 
 Châteaubriant’s own grandfather used to roam. the novel La Réponse du 
Seigneur (1933) is set in the bucolic atmosphere of m. de mauvert’s isolated 
forest château with a library bulging with knight’s tales. a young man acci-
dentally passes by, yet ends up spending his entire summer absorbed in those 
knight’s stories. in this last work, m. de mauvert, the old castle owner, in 
reaction to his visitor’s unusual request to dine in the kitchen, is convinced 
that “[t]he times are no longer the same!”24 La Meute is even clearly offered 
to the audience as a goodbye to a vanishing world25 where “[t]he grand func-
tions, the grand charges, the grand opportunities are over,” as Châteaubriant 
states in the first person in his “preface written on a hollow road.”26 “all this 
age allows for is a goodbye, and this book is one. built on memory, it is a 
memory and i offer it to memory.”27
Preservation and transmission of the noble identity and its accompanying 
values
la Varende emphasizes the same nostalgia for a past era. his short stories 
and novels are set in the norman region following the French revolution. 
more precisely, they depict a period of time marked by Chouans who fight 
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to uphold their ancestors’ traditional way of life (from before 1789), in the 
country, in a symbiotic relationship with their fellow countrymen, with a 
shared responsibility toward god:
la Varende is a writer of the revolution, not as an advocate, he hates the Court 
as he hates paris.  […] his political sufferings situate him before 1789, in a 
period when Christianity and aristocracy were the founders of all society 
demarches. in his view, they both constitute the incontestable authorities, given 
their divine essence.28 
la Varende comes across as a safekeeper of the way of life of his class. by 
writing down (fictional) stories presenting aristocratic characters who reflect 
their ancestors’ traditions and shared values, he commemorates his class’s 
past and also lives up to his class’s tradition to continue its lifestyle and pass 
it on to future generations. sociologist monique de saint martin talks of this 
typically noble practice to uphold and pass on their history: “Within the 
noble class, across generations, a well-connected whole of traditions and sou-
venirs is continued.” and, maurice halbwachs specifies further, the history 
of the nobility is certainly not “the entire history of the nation. yet nowhere 
else can one find a similar continuity of life and thought, nowhere else a 
family rank is defined by what they and the others know of their past.”29
like his fellow regionalist, la Varende functions as a bard of his region’s 
past. starting from his first publication onwards, he emphasizes that “noth-
ing should have changed since the 16th century”30 but that nevertheless 
“times are changing [...] his country is changing.”31 all the while he contin-
ues to stress his region’s singularity by occasionally throwing in some lexical 
particularities such as “bié sûr” in Les Manants du Roi [The King’s Guardians] 
(1938) or “cor” instead of “encore” in Pays d’Ouche or the use of “vère” to say 
yes32 in Le sorcier vert: Jean Chuintan [The green sorcerer: Jean Chuintan] 
(1938). he even refers to a specific proverb in his 1937 novel Nez-de-Cuir, 
Le Gentilhomme d’Amour [Leathernose: Nobleman of Love]: “[t]he past time is 
your parent. the present time is your lover. yet the future is your child.”33 
this saying underlines the noble custom just cited to pass on the ancestors’ 
tradition(al values) to future generations. 
in On Justification: Economies of Worth, sociologist boltanski and econo-
mist/statistician thévenot offer a representation of different worlds and the 
values attached to them. their analysis of the domestic world shows a similar 
emphasis on ensuring the permanence and continuity of tradition. boltanski 
and thévenot summarize their vision of the domestic world by employing 
the following Chinese proverb: “[i]f you don’t sing the praises of your house, 
it will fall down on your head.”34 the domestic world, analyzed by the 
authors, is in discord with the industrial world, according to their 
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description of both spheres: “[i]n the domestic world, objects are not appre-
hended according to their own worth, as is the case in the industrial world, 
but essentially according to how much they contribute to establishing hier-
archical relations among people.”35  
this sense of hierarchy, in addition to the importance of one’s roots, is 
lacking in the modern industrial world, which, in turn, could be seen as an 
equivalent of the modern (first half of the 20th-century) society in which the 
nobility no longer fits. historian Christian de bartillat puts it as follows: 
“[culture after 1914] lives in the ‘liberty’ of being uprooted, while the grand 
world only lived in a world determined by its roots.”36 in this uprooted, 
dynamic society, la Varende commemorates an ancient France characterized 
by its hierarchies and traditions and he does so throughout his entire oeuvre: 
the oeuvre left by Jean de la Varende is a memorial of ancient France. it shows 
a chartist’s erudition as well as a rural soul’s sensibility. […] [he] certainly 
[writes] for his contemporaries, yet with future generations in mind for whom 
he wants to leave his testimony, one that builds on the cohesion of one thought 
at the same time as on the entirety of his knowledge. […] it is indeed a hymn 
that is raised, carrier of nostalgia, of sadness for lost battles, a search for a socially 
collapsed architecture. it is a hymn in exile.37 
as a matter of fact, he raises a hymn of his ancestors in exile. at a very young 
age, the norman author was forced to leave his beloved home château of le 
Chamblac behind to move to rennes in bretagne.38 
in his short-story cycle published in 1938, Les Manants du Roi,39 the sto-
ries, beginning in 1793 and not ending until 1950, concern the last Chouans 
and their profound relationship with their country and (all of) its inhabit-
ants, the continued love for the nobility and the accompanying life style. its 
title stresses a key factor of all of his writings. ‘manant’ stems from the latin 
‘maneo’ meaning ‘i stay, i preserve and i wait.’ indeed, la Varende lingers 
over the chivalrous adventures of the last Chouan families – the broglie, the 
tainchebraye, the galart, the la bare, the ghauville, the anville – who, 
inspired by real noble normans from the past, deliver the principal figures 
for his fictions. in this manner, la Varende himself becomes the one who 
‘stays in, waits in and, as such, preserves’ his ancestors’ past.  
Anti-modern 
in the opening pages of Les Antimodernes. De Joseph de Maistre à Roland 
Barthes, antoine Compagnon defines anti-modern as follows: “as maritain 
and du bos have conceived it, the anti-modern epithet qualified a reaction, a 
resistance to modernism, to the modern world, to the cult of progress, to 
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bergsonism as well as to positivism. it indicated doubt, ambivalence, nostalgia, 
more than a pure and simple rejection.”40 even though Compagnon’s defini-
tion of anti-modern41 does not entirely coincide with la Varende’s and 
 Châteaubriant’s anti-modernity, some points of convergence can be found. 
the idea of nostalgia, of resistance (toward change) is also present in the 
respective oeuvres of Châteaubriant, the self-described “missed painter” [pein-
tre manqué], “chaser of images in the saltpans of saillé and the forests of landes 
and lanvaux,”42 and of la Varende, the self-identified writer of loyalty 
[l’écrivain de la fidélité], “bard of the ouche country.”43 moreover, both writ-
ers want to familiarize modernity with a fading traditional culture. accord-
ingly, they reveal an eagerness to reconcile past, present and even future. la 
Varende, for instance, wants to bring his contemporaries and future genera-
tions closer to his class’s and region’s glorious past. in his literature, a phrase 
like “this castle of the la bare family, where past and present are so intimately 
intertwined”44 – which can be found in his Centaure de Dieu [God’s Centaur] 
(1938) – 45 indicates such a reconciliation between the past and the present, a 
reconciliation that la Varende wants to pass on to the future. 
Châteaubriant’s letters to his wife and friends from the period disclose his 
determination to reconcile europe in the complex interwar period: “europe’s 
future is quite sombre, but whatever the cost may be, we are marching 
toward a united Europe, more and more one.” however, in his view, europe’s 
goodbye does not only play out on the political field. in his eyes, the general 
ruin of consciousness involves saving humanity itself.46
he believes that contemporary europe can be reconciled by leaning on 
the shared pillar from the past, Christianity. even though his contemporaries 
seem to have lost it, he wants to help bring back a Christian form of human-
ity in order to reconcile past, present and future and in this way unify europe. 
he focuses on the importance of Christianity in his literary oeuvre, starting 
with his Réponse du Seigneur. Father philippe bertault was not wrong when 
he wrote: 
La Réponse is an act in itself: it proves, to our era of total confusion, that the 
peoples, in search of organisation and pacification, forget that there is one force 
that can carry them out of that abyss. that force is Christian faith, generating, 
for the hearts and spirits, light, courage and sacrifice.47
in an article dedicated to Châteaubriant and nobility, Jonathan ruiz de 
Chastenet underlines Châteaubriant’s desire to see a “revival of Christian 
chivalry in modern times.”48 
Châteaubriant and la Varende are anti-modern writers who produce a 
regionalist oeuvre marked by their glorification of a dying, more traditional 
way of life, which at times is opposed directly to a changing (more 
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city-based) lifestyle. thus, in Châteaubriant’s first novel, m. des lourdines is 
the prototype of the country nobleman from an ancient family, who prefers 
roaming in the woods, close to nature, to city life: “he preferred the forest, 
which does not have spirit, does not prevaricate, is full of love, and does not 
agitate his strange little teasing and patched up hands.”49 he is the opposite 
of his spoiled, spendthrift dandy son who prefers the city and whom he tries 
to reconvert to his traditional country nobleman’s way of life. like m. des 
lourdines’ efforts to pass on his vision of an ideal way of life, one can wonder 
whether Châteaubriant’s own mission, by portraying his aristocratic imagi-
nary situated in a bygone rural setting, is not a comparable determination to 
preserve and therefore continue (at least a part of) his class’s ideology. 
the same hypothesis holds for la Varende, who is identified as the direct 
successor to the 19th-century noble and norman writer barbey d’aurevilly: 
“a writer such as Jean de la Varende (1887-1959), commemorating country 
noblemen in his norman novels, can be considered to be a continuer of 
barbey d’aurevilly in the field.”50 this 20th-century norman author even 
presents barbey d’aurevilly as a dandy character in his 1943 novel L’Homme 
aux Gants de Toile [The Man in the Linen Gloves], which he puts forward as 
having been written in the same period as M. des Lourdines, that is “1911-12-
13.”  barbey d’aurevilly is explicitly identified as a dandy at several occasions 
throughout the book– even before the reader receives his name. Contrary to 
the dandy character in Châteaubriant’s M. des Lourdines, this dandy happily 
goes back to his regional roots. the writer returns from paris to visit the 
Count of loigny and mme de tallard in his beloved normandy. barbey’s 
character overtly professes his love: “i love nothing more than normandy.”51 
the count and the dandy, as “prophets of the past,”52 indulge in telling each 
other some local diabolical legends, while they also discuss the latter’s pub-
lished books. this leads to mme de tallard’s declaring her preference for her 
“hereditary, loyal and convinced neighbour” over “don Juan, lord byron and 
brummell.”53 this side story – seeing that it does not represent the main plot 
of the novel –54 evokes the posture55 of an author who functions as a “prophet 
of the past” himself. Via his aristocratic imaginary conditioning a nostalgic 
relation toward the old normandy, la Varende intends to preserve a past. 
this could be considered to be an inherent part of a certain ideal proper to 
his social class.
Conclusion
in sum, alphonse de Châteaubriant and Jean de la Varende represent two 
French authors of provincial noble birth, who, in the midst of a dynamic 
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society, stand still and evoke (‘maneo’: ‘i stay, i wait and i preserve’) the 
histories of the regional lives of their ancestors. by situating their stories in 
the backdrop of isolated scenery from the previous century – the “paratopic 
places” identified by maingueneau – the authors bring to mind their own 
isolated places within early 20th-century society. nobility as a point of depar-
ture, leading to (as “embrayeur”) paratopy – that “impossible place,” 
“belonging at the same time as not belonging” – has resulted in these authors’ 
reconfiguring their works in function of that social referent that is also 
theirs.56 as such, their productions render their difficult, marginal position 
in that first half of the 20th century. as a result, they go back to their roots 
(in space and in time) in their publications. it is not surprising that these 
regionalist authors choose their (birth) provinces as settings for their stories, 
seeing that such an environment is perceived as more preserved from deca-
dence. in the modern era, the countryside is in itself spatially as well as tem-
porally paratopic.  
moreover, their nostalgic contents, captured by noble characters from 
previous times in rural settings, voice a deep love for tradition. this enhances 
their anti-modern status, or even arrière-garde feel. by telling these stories, 
they are the ‘painter’ and the ‘bard’ of their ancestral past. they reconcile 
past, present and future: Châteaubriant and la Varende pass on their tradi-
tions to contemporaries, and especially to future generations. in addition, 
they convey a certain ideology, which they grant to a specific ending for 
landed aristocracy with a particular relation with time and temporality. at 
the same time they seem to appropriate that ancient French aristocratic pos-
ture for themselves, which, in turn, induces their specific relationship with 
time.
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